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X

hroughout the seventeenth century, dramatists conrM
fronted the relative novelty of publishing their plays by
^ ^
introducing them with two kinds of letter: the dedica
tion, usually written to a specified patron or friend; and the preface,
addressed to a largely unknown mass of readers. Gerard Genettehas called
such letters "paratexts,"' written at the margin of the text and functioning
as both a prescription and an invitation—a duty required by cultural

' Gerard Genette, Paratexts: Thresholds of Interpretation» translated by Jane E. Lewin
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
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practice but also an attractive opportunity to characterize the work, its
genesis and potential impact. The status of play texts as records of
performance or reading experiences in their own right has been extensively
discussed,^ and the present essay aims to illuminate an obscure corner of
the debate by examining, in this order, the theory and practice of
dedications. Theorizing about something so diverse and occasional may
seem as ambitious as makingany instance of it representative of any other,
but such generalization is, I hope to show, overdue.
On one generalization, at least, agreement is possible. Writing a
dedication, the dramatist is frequently cast assomeone petitioning friends
in high places to "protect" the play; in prefaces, such protection is
routinely assembled from the writer's own critical discourse. Until quite
recently, literary historians made that distinction symptomatic of a
paradigm shift in patronage and cultural value, a sign of court in tension
with marketplace, aristocracy with bourgeoisie, paid servant with
autonomous author; the effect, naturally, was to invest prefaces with the
fragrance of the new and dedications with the less appealing aroma of the
obsolete. Abundant evidence for the grand narrative was provided by
dramatists themselves, to the extent that lamenting the sheer insufferable
hypocrisy of the dedication was, from the start of the seventeenth century
to the close, almost as popular as writing it. In 1602 John Marston
dedicated Antonio and Mellida to that "bountious Mecaenas of

^ Among the criticalliterature on this subject of seventeenth-century drama in print, see Douglas
Brooks, From Playhouse to Printing House: Drama and Authorship in Early Modem England
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Martin Butler, "Jonson's Folio and the Politics
of Patronage," Criticism 35 (1993): 377-90; Kevin Dnnn,Pretexts ofAuthority: The Rhetoric of
Authorship in the Renaissance Preface (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994); Lukas Erne,
Shakespeare asLiterary Dramatist
Cambridge University Press, 2003); David Scott
Kastan, Shakespeare and the Book (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001); Zachary
Lesser, Renaissance Drama and the Politics of Publication: Readings in the English Book Trade
(Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 2004); Robert S. Miola, "Creating the Author:
Jonson's Latin Epigraphs,"
Jonson Journals (1999), 35-48;Julie Stone Peters, Theatre ofthe
Book 1480-1880: Print, Text and Performance in Europe (Oxford; Oxford University Press,
2000); Wendy Wall, The Imprint of Gender: Authorship and Publication in the English
Renaissance (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993).
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No-body,"' while in 1695, William Congreve wrote disdainfully
of the "Common Form of Poetical Dedications, which are generally made
up of Panegyricks";^ the only example of the form which met with his
approval was the one which most daringly unmasked its polite conven
tions, Wycherley's dedication of The Plain Dealer to Mother Bennett,
who, nothing if not plain in her dealings, kept a brothel.' The most
trenchant denunciation of all is quoted in my title. According to John
Dryden, dedications tested any sensible writer's skill to the limit: "'Tis
difficult to write justly on any thing," he complained, "but almost
impossible in Praise."^
As far as dedications are concerned, the problem with this narrative
ofliterary history has always been twofold. First, the form survived for an
inconveniently long time. We know from Paulina Kewes's superlative
study, Authorship and Appropriation, that the Restoration period saw a
number of material improvements in the standing of playwrights and a
corresponding institutionalization of the idea of the author: the award of
second benefit nights; increased payments from publishers; publicity
about individual authors in literary periodicals; collected editions of
playwrights' works; the writing of national dramatic histories; and, above
all for Kewes, an increasing consciousness of plagiarism and the suspicion
of collaborative work which went with it.^ If we expect from the same
period a decline in the frequency of dedications we will be disappointed.

^John Marston,"To thconelyrewarder...," The History of Antonioand Mellida (1602), ThePlays
ofJohnMarstony ed. H. Harvey Wood, 3 vols. (Edinburgh and London, 1934), 1: 2.
^William Congreve,"To the Right Honourable Charles, Earl oiDorset liXs^MiddleseXt Love for
Love: A Comedy (1695), The Complete Plays of William Congreve, ed. Herbert Davis (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1967), 209.
^ Congreve, "To the Right Honourable Charles Mountague...," The Double Dealer, A Comedy
(1694), refers to William Wycherley, "To My Lady B
The Plain-Dealer (London, 1676).
See Complete Plays, 121.
^John Dryden, "To the Right Honourable John,
Haughton^ The Spanish Fryar or. The
Double Discovery (1681), The Works ofJohn Dryden, gen. eds.Edward Niles Hooker and H. T.
Swedenberg, Jr., 20 vols. (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Californian Press,
1956-2000), 14 (1992), 103. Subsequent references to Dryden are to this edition.
^ Paulina Kewes, Authorship and Appropriation. Writing for the Stage in England, 1660-1710
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998).
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for there was an increase. Second, as the alert reader will have spotted,
complaints about dedications are most often found in dedications
themselves. Bemoaning the "Common form of Poetical Dedications" was
a common form ofself-advertisement, a way of demonstrating superiority
in social and authorial skill.John Crowne drew attention to this vice when
dedicating/«//4»d; to the Earl of Orrory in 1671. When he declined to
indulge in "the common practice of Dedications" it was because, he said,
that in saying so little about their recipients, they merely gave scope to
their authors' "skill in writing Characters and Essayes," which he proceeds
to do.^
It is not surprising, therefore, that recent studies have downplayed
the contrast between dedications and prefaces. New ground has been
presented by historical materialism: all paratexts, to be brutal, furthered
the single economic agenda of better book sales. The patronage of a duke
or duchess was simply part of the commodity exchange enacted by the
business of printing: letters to My LordX or My Lady Tlent authors and
their readers the glamour of a Gramscian "symbolic capital" which for
authors might in turn translate into bigger and better book deals in the
future.' The argument builds on a financial imperative which has always
been clear—if more by inference than hard evidence—that dedications
might yield or reflect rewards of money or hospitality which taking up
cudgels in a preface could not match. Thomas Otway spoke for many in
1676 when he used the Preface to Don Carlos—the only play preface by
this compulsive dedicator—to complain that prefaces just didn't pay: "'tis
almost as poor a Trade with Poets, as it is with those that write Hackney
Attorneys, it will hardly keep us in Ale and Cheese."^" Others, such

* John Crowne, Epistle Dedicatory to the Earl of Oiiovj, Juliana, or The Princess of Poland
(London, 1671), n.p.
^ Sec, for example, Joseph Loewenstein, Ben Jonson and Possessive Authorship (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2002); Max W. Thomas, "Eschewing Credit; Hcywood,
Shakespeare, and Plagiarism beforeCopyright," New LiteraryHistory 31 (2000): 277-93; David
M. Bergeron, Textual Patronage in English Drama, 1570-1640 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006);
Deborah C. Payne, "The Restoration Dramatic Dedication as Symbolic Capital," Studies in
Eighteenth-Century CulturelO (1990): 27-42.
Thomas Otway, "The Preface," Don Carlos Prince of Spain. A Tragedy (1676), The Works of
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as Thomas D 'Urfey, were also sparing in their prefatory endeavors, saving
them in order to prolong a controversy, whether for his political stance in
The Royalist (1682), or for the suspicion that he had attended an
establishment of the sort depicted in his 1691 comedy. Lovefor Money; or
the Boarding School.So reluctant was D'Urfey to frame critical defenses of
his plays that when he felt one was required for The Marriage-Hater
Match'd, his friend Charles Gildon did it for him." A few dramatists,
Dryden and Crowne included,saw a higher value in the preface, while the
less productive and well-connected saw little point in attempting either
form, a helplessness which encouraged Abraham Bailey to a protoShandean joke in 1667: "Epistles and Prologues," he observed, were "for
the most part skipt over without reading"and he addressed the reader only
to spare his stationer the embarrassment of charging for "a blank page."'^
The materialist tendency of revisionist studies has, however, brought
problems of its own. It has proved especially hard to recuperate for
modernity the function of play dedications without jettisoning what so
many of their authors took for granted: the generic qualities which made
them different from prefaces, or what we might call their paratextual
identity. David M. Bergeron is so keen to instate dedications and prefaces
as co-equal "paratexts" in the "textual economies of drama" that he
contains them within a single genre, albeit a fluid one: "'Untidy' is a word
that comes to mind to describe the peculiar genre of prefatory dedications
and addresses. But the cultural context demands that the writer fill this
form full, not leaving it 'empty.'"" Neither sentence here is "peculiar"
enough. The same conflation of dedications and prefaces may be found in
twenty places among the twenty-one pages of the "Preface about Prefaces"
which introduces Bergeron's book, while the "cultural context" he cites

Thomas Otway.Plays, Poemsand Love-Letters,ed. J. C.Ghosh, 2vols. (Oxford:Clarendon Press,
1932), 1:173.
" Thorn as D'Urfey. Letterto the Author from Mr Charles Gildon, TheMarriage-Hater Match'd
(London, 1692), n.p.
Abraham Bailey, "To the Reader," The SpightjulSister (London, 1667), n. p.
" Bergeron, Textual Patronage, 7.1 find much to quarrel with in Bergeron's book, but more to
learn from and admire.
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here is a demanding master indeed compared with the one described by
his own very useful appendix, which tabulates information about what
sort of prefatory material appears in which plays. There, we find that
Renaissance dramatists sometimes wrote dedications, sometimes prefaces,
sometimes both, but most often of all, neither.*'' Evidently therewas scope
for individual choice based on what needed to be said, and to whom.
How, then, can we square the argumentative circle of paying due
attention to the dedication's generic features without returning it to
cultural obsolescence? The route adopted here is to look not at what the
dedication was worth to playwrights as they went into print, but at what
it distinctively—perhaps uniquely—enabled them to say about the
experience. Yes, the dedication was an "untidy" genre, but it was a genre,
a prompt to some discursive fields rather than others. Warning against
excessive rigidity in defining genres. Amy Devitt observes that any genre
is "a reciprocal dynamic within which individuals' actions construct and
are constructed by recurring context of situation, context of culture, and
context of genres,"" all ofwhich goes to show that we need, after all, some
rigidity. The context of genre which variably defines genre includes, in the
present case, the prefaces which playwrights used to mark out the
dedication's peculiarity; the context of culture prescribes, we have seen, a
distinctive economic benefit for dedications over prefaces; more signifi
cant for the present purpose is the context of situation, which encourages
a particular conception of the dedicatee at the moment of publication.
By context of situation, I do not mean the web of circumstances
which makes every dedication a unique transaction between the writer
and a specific social network or sequence of events; the context, for
example, which led Dryden to dedicate The Spanish Fryar as "a Protestant
play to a Protestant patron,"John Holies, at the height of the Popish Plot
crisis, four years ahead of his own conversion to Catholicism, as if to
demonstrate that negotiating the politics of the 1680s was as "almost

"Bergeron, 215-28. Approximately rwo-thirdsof theitems listed in W.W.
A Bibliography
ofthe English PrintedDrama tothe Restoration (London: Bibliographical Society, 1957), have no
prefatory material at all.
Amy Devitt, Writing Genres (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2004), 31.
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impossible" as saying anything justly in praise. What exactly such a
dedication means for the play and for Dryden's political allegiances as a
writer has been hotly debated.'^ Rather, context of situation is taken here
to mean a communicative context. What Amy Devitt says about genres is
true for all those implicated in them: it is not only authors for whom
dedications generate a "reciprocal dynamic" of contexts, but their patrons,
so that no dedicatee stands entirely apart from the context created for him
or her by the dedication. In addressing a patron, the dramatist often
envisages not simply a named aristocrat but, however fantastically, an ideal
reader thought capable of returning an informed judgment; such is his
consolation against the multitude of responses expected of readers in
general. Ifwe imagine a history of the author in terms of the phenomenol
ogy of reading, we might conclude that dedications announce the rise of
the author and prefaces his demise in the imminent noise of competing
interpretations. Certainly the protected space they offer encourages a
mode of address which, acknowledging its subservience, announces a
special intimacy. Dramatists frequently characterize their dedicatory
utterances with the word "confess" and so permit the ideal reader access
to something in return: the field of intention commonly called the
"designs" of the author. Representing John Holies as his ideal reader,
Dryden contemplates the history of his own reading and the way it has
informed his writing. Amid the din of politics, his dedication's complex
reflection on mixed plots, on the relationship between reading and
watching plays, on the false sublime of Chapman and Dubartas, and on
the playwright's own previous endeavors in the high style, has been hard
for modern critics to hear, as if it were indeed almost impossible to write
justly on anything in praise.
The intimacy of confessions is, of course, highly structured and
contingent. Every confession is a curious, one-sided conversation where
the speaker's power depends not only on the presence of the listener but
on the expectation of his tolerance; "confessor" means, after all, not the
person who speaks but the one who hears and forgives. Play dedications

There is a good survey of the debate in Derek Hughes, English Drama 1660-1700 (Oxford;
Clarendon Press, 1996), 236 n.49.
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stage such conversations partly for the benefit of those who will overhear
and be guided toward a forgiving appreciation of the work. They are an
occasion for authorized eavesdropping whereby the general reader,
nominally directed below stairs to the preface, listens in as author talks to
patron. In this case, David M. Bergeron's wish to find the same qualities
in all"paratcxts" is married to a questionable insistence on their solipsism:
I like to think of paratexts as authorial soliloquies, discrete,
introspective, set-apart rhetorical musings that allow the
author's voice to be heard. Like soliloquies in drama, they
follow and simultaneously disrupt expected conventions,
looking inward in order to make public statements understood
as private thoughts.'^
Reviewing Bergeron's book, Harold Love objects that while "prefaces and
dedications can sometimes be frank and revealing...they are more often
duplicitous and manipulating," and, indeed, that the authorship of
prefatory material is sometimes far from clear.'® An exaggeration for the
period up to 1642, this is even less the case after 1660; we might in any
event observe that no mode of autobiography has a monopoly on truth.
Like Bergeron, Love skates over the different kinds of autobiographical
opportunity offered by dedications and prefaces. Better to say that the
confessions of the dedication are instances ofwhat Derrida calls circumfessions—told through detour, in relation to others." Such circumfessions
replicate Derrida's account of sign and structure—the center endlessly
deferred through the system of relations—but lend to the dedication a
more stabilizing principle. There, the vivid textual presence of the
dedicatee leaves traces of another's voice, body, mind, family or career
which give shape to the author's; inscribing those traces, the author both

'^Bergeron, TextualPatronagey 16.
Harold Love, "To my favourite...," The Times Literary Supplement (29 September 2006): 17,
Jacques Derrida, "Circumfession," in Derrida and Geoffrey Bennington, Jacques Derrida
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1993). For a useful exposition, see Linda Anderson,
Autobiography (London: Routledge,2001).
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measures his own social distance from them while striving to be closer to
them.
This leads to a last general point about the way in which dedications,
properly considered, affect our understanding of their textual environ
ment. Recent scholars have argued that early modern play texts are
fragmentary affairs containing the residue of various performances.
Tiffany Stern represents printed epilogues and prologues of the period as
detachable fragments with varying relationships to the full text: the result,
in Stern's words, is a "play made of patches ofvarying fixity."^" Dedications
propose an alternative logic: the unity of the text is figured in and
guaranteed by the person of the dedicatee, and while prologues can be
occasional, once dedicated, a play is never rededicated. The body of the
author, the biological parent so often invoked to justify the text's unity,
shares its duties with the honored, illustrious and renowned person of the
patron and ideal reader.

* II *
My four test cases, apart from supplying evidence for these various points
and developing them, touch in an outline textual history of the dedication
to which it will take a further study to lend substance and color. The first
two examples, by Edward Sharpham and Thomas Otway, are classical
instances of how the dedication, differentiated from the preface, articu
lates an intimate, authorial self at the moment of publication, a self
conceived in terms of friendship and family allegiance. The second two, by
"William Congreve and John Dryden, show dramatists toying with the
established differences between dedications and prefaces in order to blend
them into a new, hybrid form we might call dedicatory criticism. With the
latter, the dedication reaches a post-classical or baroque phase, in which

20 i*iffany Stern, "Re-patching the Play," in Peter Holland and Stephen Orgel, eds.. From Script
to Stage in Early Modem England (Basingstoke and New York: Palgravc Macmillan, 2004),170.
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the consciousness of form is married to an unprecedented confidence in
its plasticity, its responsiveness to the artist's bidding.
No one characterized the difference between dedications and
prefaces more vividly than Sharpham, who on the publication of his 1607
comedy, Cupids Whirligig, went ballistic. "Sir," he warned his friend,
Robert Hayman, "I must needs discharge two Epistles upon you [:] the
one the Readers, that should be like hail shot, that scatters and strikes a
multitude, the other dedicatory, like a bullet that aims only at your self."^'
The analogy has a dual appeal: defining Sharpham's two audiences, it
discloses a playful anxiety about his message and its likely fate. Where the
"hail shot" will end up lost in fragments, the bullet will remain intact, and
while he might miss his mark with the bullet, even success with his hail
shot will merely "scatter" or drive away some of its intended recipients.So
he sticks to the bullet: "yet I must confess, I had rather express my love out
of the flint, than my meaning in any part of the shot. I aim at you rather
than the Reader." Given the choice between "love" and "meaning,"
Sharpham goes with love, and his dedication obliterates any need for the
preface he had promised, so none appears. But he continues:
I aim at you rather than the Reader, because since our travels I
have been pregnant with desire to bring forth something
whereunto you may be witness, and now being brought a bed if
you please to be Godfather, I doubt not but this childe shall be
well maintained, seeing he cannot live above an hour with you,
and therefore shall entreat you, when he is dead, he may be
buried deep enough in your good opinion, and he shall deserve
this Epitaph:
Here lies the Child, who was born in mirth, against the
strict rules of all Child-birth: and to be quit, I gave him

Edward Sharpham, "To his much honoured, beloved, respected and judiciall friend, Masrer
Robert Hayman, Cupids Whirligig (London, 1607), A2. Sharpham's spelling has been lightly
modernized.
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to my friend, who laughed him to death, and that was
his end.
The passage and its doggerel conclusion embody several conventions
of both the dedicatory form and its parent, the Renaissance familiar letter.
There is the characterization of the book as a child going out into the
world, reliant on the favor of others; the corresponding naturalization of
the author as a parent; the staging of the dedication as a kind of confession
("yet I must confess"), which confirms the author's intimate agency; the
hoped-for symmetry of the author's conception ("born in mirth") and the
dedicatee's reception ("laughed to death"); the playful outlining of
homoerotic feeling between writer and reader whereby, having figured the
author as a mother, the epistle innocently dispatches its addressee to the
safe haven of godfatherhood in the very act of making its enraptured
"discharge."
Sharpham's language of feeling is no digression but the very vehicle
of his concerns about going into print. The preference for bullet over hail
shot finds an erotic register which recalls the worry of Shakespeare's
Troilus that he will "lose distinction in [his] joys" when united with
Cressida.^^ The desire to bring something forth for Hayman—an
expression of desire for him—is continuous with the desire to find a
perfect, understanding reader. Hayman is both real and symbolic, the
embodiment in an actual friend of an ideal of reception, so the dedicatory
mode marks the territory where the author can hope to be truly appreci
ated. But ultimately Sharpham's conspicuous authorship is the fruit ofhis
being poised between alternative prefatory modes, neither of which can
comprehend the situation he faces in isolation from the other; choosing
one, he cannot dismiss the shadow of the other. Firing the bullet, he hears
the sound of hail shot.

^^Shakespeare, Troilusand Cressida, ed. Kenneth Muir (Oxford; Oxford University Press,1982),
3.2.25. For a discussion of Renaissance letters and homoerotic desire, see David M. Bergeron,
Kingjames and Letters of Homoerotic Desire (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1999).
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Thomas Otway typically extends the personal voice of the dedication
to take in a circumfessional sweep of interconnecting family histories. If
Otway is guilty of self-promotion in his dedications, his route is selfabasement and his characteristic image of ritual not confession but
pilgrimage: "as poorest Pilgrims, when they visit shrines, will make some
presents where they kneel: so I have here brought mine, by your own goodness
only made worthy to be preserv'd."^^ Otway does many of the things which
historicist criticism leads us to expect of the dedication, emphasizing links
with the religious and family past, to pre-war England and a concept of the
poetical golden age built upon it; this was also a theme pursued by the
royalist Aphra Behn in her dedication of TheLuckey Chance to Laurence
Hyde. Otway dedicates CaiusMarius to Lord Falkland in 1680 because of
his father, Lucius Gary's allegiance to crown and poetry; the Italian
ancestry of the second Duchess of York, dedicatee of Otway's 1680
tragedy The Orphan, is honored by references to Tasso and Ariosto; his
own family history as a dispossessed royalist emerges in his proud
complaint to the Duchess of Portsmouth that"a steady Faith, and Loyalty
to my Prince, was all the Inheritance my Father left me."^^ These royalist
and high church sentiments are given a different slant in The Orphan,
where the occasion for the dedication is an absence, and Otway's desire to
fill it. Alarms caused by the Popish Plot meant that the Duchess of York,
an Italian Catholic, had left London for her own safety;^' she missed both
the opening and subsequent revivals later in the season:
For though Fortune would not so far bless my endeavours,
as to encourage them with your Royal Highnesses presence,
when this came into the World: Yet, I cannot but declare it was
my design and hopes it might have been your Divertisement in
that happy season, when you return'd again to cheat all those

23

Otway, "To the Right Honourable Charles Earl oiMiddleseXy Alcibiades. A Tragedy (1675).
Works, 1:97.
Otway, "Epistle Dedicatory'* to Venice Preserved, or A Plot Discover'd (1682), Works, 2:200.
John Kenyon, The Popish Plot (London: William Heinemann, 1972), 120.
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eyes that had before wept for your Departure, and enliven all
hearts that had droopt for your Absence?^
Otway embodies his play as a child which comes "into the World" with
performance; by the time the Duchess had the opportunity to see it, it had
become a "little Mite." The analogy was commonplace, but the difference
here is that Otway judges another metaphor necessary to register the
transformation of his play into a text. He continues by observing, with
conventionally stodgy gallantry, that "all the Applauses of the World"
could not make up for his patroness's absence from the theater, but turns
to the printed text and the occasion of dedicating it as a consolation:
Nevertheless, I thought my self not quite unhappy, so long as I
had hopes this way yet to recompense my disappointment past:
When I consider also that Poetry might claim right to a little
share in your Favour: For Tasso, SinAAriosto, some of the best,
have made their Names Eternal, by transmitting to after-Ages
the Glory of your Ancestors.
"Within a sentence, consolation turns to glorification. Only the printed
form is capable of "transmitting to after-Ages": Otway realizes the
possibility of his own future through the dedicatory mode, his patron's
glory and his own inextricably linked. The Duchess's absence is trans
formed by the occasion of print into the perpetual presence conferred by
"Poetry," a literary rather than a dramatic art. The fitting metaphor for the
way Otway's work will be similarly transformed is not infantine—the baby
or little mite of the play in performance—but classically vegetable, lesser
than a mite and yet greater: "And under the spreading of that shade, where
two of the best [Tasso and Ariosto] have planted their Lawrels, how
Honoured should I be, who am the worst, if but a branch might grow for
me." The ancient associations of laurel make it an unavoidablechoice, but

Otway, ^'To her Royal Highness the Dutchess," The Orphan: or the Unhappy-Marriage: A
Tragedy (1680), Workst7.:'&'l.
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Otway modifies it into a fantasy of literary history in which he will be
organically (if humbly) linked to a tradition made possible by patronage
and articulated by patronage's exclusive mode, the dedication. If, to
historians of authorship, the dedication looks paradoxically both to the
past and to the future, so as a genre it enables the dramatist to do the same.
William Congreve's dedication ofhis 1700 masterpiece. The Way of
the World to Ralph, Earl of Montagu, envisages a different future
altogether. If Voltaire is to be believed, indeed, the aim of Congreve's
desire for distinction was to eliminate the memory of the work which
produced it, to rise so far as an author that he would cease to be one.
Congreve had, according to Voltaire,
one Defect, which was, his entertaining too mean an Idea ofhis
first Profession, (that of a Writer) tho' it was to this he ow'd his
Fame and Fortune. He spoke ofhis Works as of Trifles that
were beneath him; and hinted to me in our first Conversation,
that I should visit him upon no other Foot than that of a
Gentleman....I answer'd, that had he been so unfortunate as to
be a mere Gentleman I should never have come to see him.^^
Voltaire later retracted the accusation ofvanity which followed,^' but the
mud stuck: in Mark S. Dawson's fine study of gentility and the Restora
tion theater, the anecdote forms the cornerstone of a discussion of how
Congreve was derided as a "fop" for his social ambitions.^' TheWay of the
World suggests he has a point.
Congreve begins conventionally enough by contemplating the
awesome social difficulties involved in dedicating a play at all. Wondering

"Cited fromJ. C. Hodges, ed., William Congreve, Letters and Documents (London: Macmillan,
1964), 242-43. Voltaire allegedly made his remarks in the mid 1720s and they first appeared in
Letters concerning the English Nation byM. de Voltaire (London, 1733), 188-89.
See D. F. McKenzie, "Mea Culpax Voltaire's Retraction of His Comments Critical of
Congreve," The Review of English Studies A9 (1998): 462.
Mark S. Dawson, Gentility and the Comic Theatre of Late Stuart London (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 2005), 251-54.
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whether he will be accused of vanity in addressing himself to such an
eminent man, he concludes that even to wonder about it is a sign of
vanity—of course he is being presumptuous. But this is nothing to the
puzzle which follows. Contrary to the conventions of the dedication, he
doesn't need Montagu's protection in the critical sense, since the play,
much to his surprise, "succeeded on the Stage": "little of it was prepar'd for
that general Taste which seems now to be predominant in the Pallats of
our Audience."'" Yet the reception of the play provided more than enough
evidence that Congreve's"design" of characters had not been understood
as he would have wished, even after two or three showings." Presenting
the play to Montagu is a means of privatizing the reception, of seeing his
designs realized in the reading where they could not be in the playing, and
here that wish is expressed in terms which are as aesthetic as they are
social: "only by the countenance of your Lordship, and the few so
qualified, that such who write with care and pains can hope to be
distinguished." Indeed, the play is incomplete without its patron:
"whatever value may be wanting to this play while yet it is mine, will be
sufficiently made up to it, when it is once become your Lordship's."
Unable to place the same faith in the simple term "Poetry" as Otway had,
Congreve craves distinction among the rest, "for the prostituted name of
poet promiscuously levels all that bear it." His desire for writerly distinc
tion is, unmistakably, a desire for social advancement: "Poetry, in its
nature, is sacred to the good and the great; the relation between them is
reciprocal." The symmetry is proved by extended reference to the works
of Terence, whose "purity," "delicacy," and "justness" are models for how
Congreve hopes his own works might be evaluated, but also how he might
transcend altogether the prostitution of poetry. That longing is crowned
in his classical language of narrative. He figures the apex of critical
recognition as a narrative resolution, so that to be a true connoisseur is to

^ Congreve, "To the Right Honourable Ralph Earl of Montague, &c.," The Way of the World
(1700), Complete Plays,390.
He writes that "this Play had been Acted two or three Days, before some of these hasty Judges
cou'd find the leisure to distinguish betwixt the Character of a Witwoud and a Truewit' See
Complete Plays,390.
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value not "two or three unseasonable jests" in the last act, but the "artful
solution of thefable." Congreve's critical language rehearses the biography
he aims to achieve, in which the impeccable last act will see him released
from the sordid business of being accountable to a general audience of
readers and theatergoers.
In his Dedication of The Spanish Fryar, Dryden also uses the lang
uage of narrative, but to articulate a greater pride in his own accomplish
ment as an artist. Convinced that the dedication and the preface are
distinct genres, Dryden paradoxically sets about blending them in an
extraordinary display of paratextual virtuosity. In doing so, he started a
fashion. Hybrid dedications increase in number toward the end of the
Restoration period, with a rush in the 1690s, as if the dedication served as
an incentive to critical thought even as the "author" was becoming more
identifiable in agency and value. A combination of criticism and compli
ment is found in the dedications of three out of the five plays Congreve
wrote in the 1690s {The Double Dealer, The Mourning Bride, and The
Way ofthe World)-, in four out of Southerne's five plays of the decade {Sir
Anthony Love,The Wives Excuse, The Fatal Marriage, Oroonoko); in one
of Crowne's {The Married Beau)-,-whi\e. Dryden continued to write in the
mixed dedicatory form, the best example of which is the section on stoic
virtues from the dedication oiDon Sebastian in 1690.^^ In recent criticism
of Restoration Drama, a particular interest has been attached to such
mixed forms. Buckingham may have mocked the tendency among
Restoration playwrights to make audiences laugh at tragedy and cry at
comedybut for scholars such as Laura Brown and Nancy Klein Maguire,
such blending of conventions is a sign of engagement with central
ideological questions; mixed forms are by definition, in the current argot,
"sites of anxiety."''' In Maguire's work in particular, tragicomedy supplies

Dryden, "To the Right Honourable Philip, Earl oi Leycester,
Don Sebastian, King of
Portugal: A Tragedy (1690), Works, 15: 59-64.
'^George Villicrs, Duke of Buckingham, Prologue to The Rehearsal
1672), 11.13-14.
^^'Lik\ii3i^Tov^n,English Dramatic Form, 1660-'1700 (New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1981); Nancy Klein
Regicide and Restoration. English Tragicomedy, 1660-1671
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992).
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the means by which to reconcile the tensions between the "old mythical
values" associated with the royal martyr Charles I and the "new and
secular ones" ushered in by his son.^^
The mixed form of the critical dedication creates a different form of
resolution for the literary marketplace: in effect, a new hybrid genre in
which a higher species of "literary" taste is proclaimed to readers by
explicitly marrying social aspiration and criticism. This new "critical
dedication" announces a paradigm shift of its own: to the eighteenth
century characterized by Pierre Bourdieu's 1984 study Distinction,where
taste, an acquired cultural competence rather than a natural gift, is used to
legitimize social differences. As with the emergent theater criticism we see
exemplified in Pepys and Gibber, to overhear the language of taste is to be
inducted into the practice of it.
The Dedication of The Spanish Fryar is the finest example of this
hybrid form not only because of the way it combines criticism and
compliment, but because, fusing both forms, it advances the best
developed case both for and against the dedication. Concluding his
dedication to Holies, Dryden declared that he had deliberately exceeded
his brief:
And now. My Lord, I must confess, that what I have written
looks more like a Preface, than a Dedication; and truly it was
thus far my design, that I might entertain you with somewhat
in my own art which might be more worthy of a noble mind,
than the stale exploded trick of fulsome panegyrics. 'Tis difficult
to write justly on anything, but almost impossible in Praise.'^
Since the dedicatee's nobilityof mind and body are the lingua franca of the
genre, the playwright's professed disdain for such language is, typically, a
subtler instance of it. Still, the distinction he offers between the genres of
"Preface" and "Dedication" appears emphatic enough. It turns on

Maguire, Regicide and Restoration^ 217.
Dryden, "To the Right Honourable John, Lord Haughton^ (1681), Works, 14:103-
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powerful oppositions and associations. Dryden's word "design"—"truly
it was thus far my design"—comprehends both the disguised intentions
of the dedicator and the well-turned plot of his play. The parallel drew on
his deepest instincts about dramatic structure, which he shared with
Congreve but to different effect. The moment when the master play
wright's hidden design is revealed to an audience Dryden had defined in
his Essay ofDramatick Poesie during a passage on Ben Jonson's Epicoene.
There, the achievement ofJonson's plot is mirrored in the critic's syntax,
which memorably delays its own disclosure until the last possible moment:
I will observe yet one thing further of this admirable Plot; the
business of it rises in every Act. The second is greater then the
first; the third than the second; and so forward to the fifth.
There tooyou see, till the very last Scene, new difficulties arising
to obstruct the action of the Play; and when the Audience is
brought into despair that the business can naturally be eflfected,
then, and not before, the discovery is made.'^
By disguising his Dedication to The Spanish Fryar as a preface, Dryden
shows how his "art" can be used to entertain the most discerning audience,
so aligning the form of the preface with the play itself, and that of the
dedication with an altogether shoddier kind of entertainment. His "own
art" is, by definition, his or it is no one's: its deep,slow design, food for the
"noble mind" of his patron, outdoes the tawdry magic of conventional
praise, which anyone can practise and anyone else can spot.
A further opposition, barely stated, clinches his point. He endeavors
to be "just" in his writing, but the medium's just capacities are stretched
to the limit in the critical hinterland of the dedication, which modern
linguistic thought might characterize as a form of speech act—an
occasional, convention-bound exercise of language which enacts the
meaning of its utterance, and does the thing it says it is doing. Derrida
famously made an alleged conspiracy of speech over writing the corner-

' Dryden,

Essay ofDramatick Eoesie (1668), Works 17: 62-63.
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stone of his early critique of philosophy from Plato to Husserl,'* but Dryden might have preferred the descriptive contrast developed by Michael
Halliday, who observes that "Writing creates a world of things; talking
creates a world of happening."^' In the writing of prefaces, Dryden seems
to surest, there is space to establish a realm of permanent "things"
constituted by critical principles; in dedications, simply a series of one-off,
and largely empty, "happenings" in which the art of the play itself, given
away for the favors or cash of the dedicatee, is secondary.
And yet Dryden writes his dedication; for all the charges laid against
it, he even gives the impression that he enjoys making it work for his own
ends. The result is so impressively hybrid that we don't quite know
whether it is a preface disguised as a dedication or the other way round. It
complements the play not simply in its satisfying conclusion but in a
mixing of styles:
When I first design'd this Play, I found or thought I found
somewhat so moving in the serious part of it, and so pleasant in
the Comick, as might deserve a more than ordinary Care in
both: Accordingly I us'd the best of my endeavour, in the
management of two Plots, so very different from each other,
that it was not perhaps the Tallent of every Writer, to have
made them of a piece.^"
The brag is justified by the dedication as much as by the play: the twin
plots of compliment and criticism converge at the end with a skill such
"that it was not perhaps the talent of every writer to have made them a
piece." Again, the critical language of the dedication proves to be an
instance of the "art" one should not expect to find there: Dryden's

Two accessible introductions to Derrida's work areJonathan Culler,On Deconstruction.Theory
and Criticism after Structuralism (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983), and Christopher
Norris, Deconstruction. Theory and Practice (London: Methuen, 1982).
M- A.K. Halliday, Spoken andWritten Language (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), 93.
^ Dryden, "Dedication to the Right HonourableJohn, Lord Haughton' (1681), Works,14: 99.
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hesitant "I found, or thought I found, somewhat so moving in the serious
part" does its own finding, illuminating in a single phrase layers of
authorial self-consciousness in the process of discovering and fashioning
the play's raw material. The "confession" that he had actually written not
a dedication but a preface is, proper to the dedication, a circumfessional
means of characterizing the birth and form of the play.
Dryden's dedicatory epistles are increasingly self-conscious in their
allusion not only to the style, content and genesis of the play they are
attached to, but to other works by the dramatist himself. In the Dedica
tion of Don Sebastian, Dryden reflects on the nature of contentment:
"How much happier is he...who, centring on himself, remains immov
able...he puts it out of Fortunes power to throw him down."^' The allu
sion is to his own translation from Horace, published five years before:
Enjoy the present smiling hour;
And put it out of Fortune's pow'r...
Happy the Man, and happy he alone.
He who can call today his own.^^
The effect is to make this dedication an agent of self-articulation, and the
playwright's works the fruit of a consistent worldview. Speaking of and
through his own writings, Dryden shows how future criticism might
address not just his qualities as a writer, but his coherence as an author.

* III ^
To all the foregoing, there is a sting in the tail. My readings of dedications
would have seemed astonishing to Dryden at the start of his playwriting
career. In the late 1660s he seemed only dimly aware that there was a

Dryden, "To the Right Honourable
Earl oiLeycester^ &c.," JVorks^ 15:60.
Dryden, "Horace. Ode 29. Book 3. Paraphras'd in Pindariquc Verse; and inscribed to the Right
Honourable Lawrence Earl of Rochester," in Sylvae: or the Second Part of Poetical Miscellanies
(1685), Works.3: 83. II. 50-51 and 65-66.
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history, especially a specifically English history, to the question of what
happens to a play when it is printed and what sort of prefatory material
should go with it. Indeed, at times he approached the whole question of
play publication from scratch. His first play. The Wild Gallant, had
premiered in 1663 to a hostile reception. According to Pepys, who saw it
at court on February 23rd: "it was ill acted and the play so poor a thing as
I never saw in mylife almost....The King did not seem pleased at all, all the
whole play, nor anybody else, though Mr Gierke whom we met here did
commend it to us."^' At least, Pepys characteristically added. Lady Castlemaine was worth looking at. Such was the failure that the play did not
make it into print until 1669, when Dryden assumed that a play which
had flopped before an audience could not be justified to a readership: "It
would be a great Impudence in Me to say much of a Comedy, which has
had but indifferent success in the action.1made theTown myJudges; and
the greater part condemn'd it."^^ A French precedent came to mind, only
to be discarded: Dryden contrasts his own diffidence with the "more
resolute" Corneille, who in his Preface to Pertharite (1651) had declared
his play, though "condemn'd more Universally than this," to be "well, and
regularly written; which is more than 1 dare say for mine.'"^' In this ac
count, any prefatory material is a vain endeavor, but the opposite case
proves the point: the biggest theatrical success of his early career. Sir
Martin Mar-All (1668), has no prefatory material because it needed none.
The appeal to French precedent erases the English traditions of the
form, and Dryden repeats the point in 1670 by claiming that prefatory
"paratexts" manifested only artistic insecurity, and—far worse—that their
inspiration may have been the linguistic habits of those prolix creatures
across the Channel:

The Diary of Samuel Pepys, ed. R. C.Latham and W. Matthews, 11 vols. (London. Bell and
Hyman 1971-83), 4:56.
^ Dryden, Preface to The Wild Gallant
Works, 8: 3.
•" Dryden,Works, 8:3.
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The writing of Prefaces to Plays was probably invented by some
very ambitious Poet, who never thought he had done enough:
Perhaps by some Ape of the French Eloquence, who uses to make
a business of a Letter of gallantry, an examen of a Farce; and in
short, a great pomp and ostentation of words on every trifle. This
is certainly the talent of that Nation, and ought not to be invaded
by any other5^

He had proposed a similar textual history for dedications two years before
in the Preface to Secret Love
in this case by way of explaining that
play's lack of a dedicatee: "It has been the ordinary practice of the French
Poets, to dedicate their Works of this nature to their King, especially when
they have had the least encouragement to it, by his approbation of them
on the Stage.'"^'^ Having received such encouragement from his king,
Dryden preferred not to seek protection for the play "from any Subject";
but nor could he presume to use "the tedious form of a Dedication" to his
royal master Charles II, since that would entail "presuming to interrupt
those hours which he is daily giving to the peace and settlement of his
people'"*®—surely one of the more outrageous fictions perpetrated by any
dedication of the period. In skating over the paratext's English history,
Dryden performs the familiar Restoration trick of making it new while
struggling to accommodate its allegedly un-English floridity, as if its
generic challenges were inherently alien to his own formative designs as a
writer. Overall, however, Dryden's early experiments with prefatory
material suggest that attention to print as a cultural form should not be
allowed to obscure its power as dLpersonalonz—the transition from perfor
mance to page was negotiated by different dramatists in different periods
and at different speeds, not always with reference to the linear historical
narratives propounded by students of "the author." In that sense such

Dryden, "Preface to th.^ Enchanted Island J* The Tempest, or the Enchanted Island. A Comedy
(1670), Works, 10:3.
Dryden, Prefoce to Secret Love, or. The Maiden Queen (1668), Works,9:115.
Dryden, Works,9: 115.
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material is most profoundly an autobiographical genre, a means of finding
a critical voice when the stage gives way to the forever new world of print.

